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an amplified habitat installation for wild, solitary bees and wasps

Sarah Peebles
(Rob Cruickshank, electronics; John Kuisma, audio nest plank fabrication; Patrick Ellard, booth)

This amplified nesting cabinet enhances existing pollinator monitoring endeavors while providing an accessable 
window to the public to enhance our understanding and appreciation of our local pollination ecology.  It is a 
permanent installation which attracts local insects (is not pre-stocked) which aggregate over the course of 
several years between the Spring and Fall months in temperate regions.

Many species of solitary native bees (and wasps) throughout the world nest in vacated beetle bores and other pre-
formed cavities, and are critical pollinators. Audio Bee Booth is a small outdoor viewing and listening booth which 
provides habitat for local, wild solitary native bees which are not social insects (e.g., not honey bees or bumble bees). 
Audio Bee Booth incorporates a weather-resistant observation panel, vibrational sensors (transducers acting as 
microphones), custom-built circuitry, headphones and magnifying lens which, combined, provide a magnified, 
immersive environment in which to observe these pollinators in all stages of their life cycles. 

Audio Bee Booth accommodates a biodiverse population of cavity nesting pollinators which vary greatly in size, form, 
colour and habits; solitary dwelling insects which do not make honey or other large stores of food to protect from 
mamalian predators - and thus which do not sting or otherwise feel threatened when observed creating nests,  emerging 
from nests, mating at or defending their nests (from other insects), even at very close range. The booth draws from 
three design models: standardized nest blocks developed by the alfalfa pollination industry for the managed leafcutter 
bee Megachile rotundata (Saskatchewan); mason bee ‘houses’ (genus Osmia) popular for orchard pollination; and, 
observable nest blocks which accommodate many different species of solitaries, developed by Peter Hallett (Toronto). 
The cabinet’s design innovation lies in its providing magnified sound (via headphones) coupled with unobtrusive, 
cross-section viewing of its inhabitants (who come of their own choosing) as they go about their activities uninhibited 
by human presence, revealing dramas and biological information conveyed ‘in person’, in the moment: pollinator-plant 
interactions normally inaccessible yet omnipresent in most rural and urban environments. Observing with a magnifying 
lense (or reading glasses) while listening with headphones effectively transports one into a microcosmos, extending 
one’s own physical senses. Audio Bee Booth refocuses the eye and the mind: an aesthetically compelling object (it’s 
wood cabinitry elegant either unadorned decorated with wood-burned or painted art or lifecycle illustrations), it draws 
connections for the viewer between habitat creation, sculpture, ‘performance’ of living things on a mirco scale, and 
expanded awareness of what biodiversity entails. As prototypes at the Toronto Zoo and elsewhere have revealed, the 
experience is truly mezmerizing and educational.

The Bee Booth measures roughly 3 ft high x 2 ft wide x 2 ft deep and is supported on 4 metal poles which easily insert 
into the ground (when inserted, the top of the booth can sit between 4 - 6 ft. off the ground); larger installations are also 
possible. The booth can be easily placed in a garden, field, rooftop, forest, etc.  Various locations can reveal a wide 
range of nesting materials, nesting methods and strategies, bee/wap food sources, nest material sources (mud, pine 
trees, etc.), physiological details, pollinator-plant lifecycle timings (phenologies) as well as the cleptoparasites (cuckoo 
bees, wasps) which prey upon inhabitants. The booth also facilitates observation of other aspects of pollination ecology 
which unfold over longer time periods: population growth and competition among and between the species which 
choose to inhabit it - including cleptoparasites and other invasive organisms (also naturally present in the environment) 
- the wider implications of surrounding habitat, weather patterns and human presence.

Audio Access: easy-insert microphone (transducer), hand-held amplifying box (battery powered), headphones and 
magnifying glasses can be stored in an accessable weather-resistant box next to the installation or in a monitored 
location for safe-keeping where facilities exist. Optional modifications include a) where the user brings their own 
headphones: permanently-embedded transducer(s) with amplifyer electronics in weather-proof housing incorporated 
into the installation and powered via solar panel and b) where the user accesses audio via cell phones and ear buds: 
permanently-embedded transducer(s) with amplifyer and signal transmission electronics in weather-proof housing 
incorporated into the installation and powered via solar panel (development for this option would need to be 
commissioned). 
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Here are some video highlights from 2009 -2010 of inhahitants we recorded in various locations in Toronto:

Solitary Bee, june 17, 2010  (makes a nest - macro video; no audio)
This Hoplitis spolias is one of eight species of H., a stem-nesting, summer-flying bee in Eastern Canada, 
some species ranging into the sub-arctic regions.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRQwlZShiCI

At Youtube Resonating Bodies chanell  (2009)
Nestmaking Wasps (new audio) + Wasp and larvae new audio HD
Preening Agapostemon
Leafcutter Bees (Megachile pugnata) Emerge; close-up
Solitary bees and wasps: nesting materials, construction and lifecycles,  pt. 1 + 2
 with Peter Hallett
http://www.youtube.com/user/ResonatingBodies

This cabiniet-style booth is one of several‘pollination station’ amplified habitat sculptures developed as part of 
‘Resonating Bodies’. Other amplified habitat installations include Deluxe Log (Pollination Station #2), a free-
standing modified log which provides observable habitat and can be easily installed in a garden, field, rooftop, forest, 
etc. (see  http://resonatingbodies.wordpress.com/art/logplank/). These installations  cross-reference with RB’s ‘Bee 
Trading Cards’ (also on display), ‘A Guide to Toronto’s Pollinators’ (David Suzuki Foundation) and the Resonating 
Bodies web site / blog.  The Booth and other projects have been developed with the ongoing assistance and 
collaboration of the following internationally recognized scientists:  Laurence Packer (York University), Stephen 
Buchman (University of Arizona and Pollinator Partnership), James D. Thomson lab (University of Toronto), Peter 
Kevan (University of Guelph and NSERC - CANPOLIN).  Resonating Bodies is a series of integrated media 
installations, community outreach projects and educational initiatives focusing on biodiversity of pollinators indigenous 
to the natural and urban ecosystems of Toronto, Canada:  resonatingbodies.wordpress.com.

Essential Facts about Canada’s Native Bees and Wasps
There are over 800 species of bees native to Canada (200+ in the GTA); some 5,000 bee species in North America and 
more than 20,000 species worldwide.  European honey bees (Apis mellifera), a managed species, were initially 
introduced to North America and most other parts of the world from Europe.

Solitary Bees do not live in colonies, and do not make honey or beeswax. Females live more or less independently and 
construct cells for individually laid eggs out of a wide variety of materials. Most species live in the ground, and many 
species live in pre-formed cavities such as beetle bores and hollow stems in bramble. There are various flavours of 
‘social’, described in more detail in the article “Bees of Eastern Canada” (see RB web site). Solitary bees and wasps do 
not defend their nests (except from cleptoparasitic bees and wasps, which sneak into their nests). They do not sting 
unless trapped or handled.

Wasps are largely carnivores. Bees,which evolved from wasps, are believed to have made the scene about the same 
time as flowering plants. Many solitary wasps species have similar nest construction methods to solitary bees. Wasps 
also pollinate, though most do to a much lesser extent than do bees. Like bees, many species of wasps are solitary (do 
not live in hives), living here and there in bramble and earth, etc. They do not sting unless trapped or handled. 

Bombus (a/k/a bumble bee, among the most widespread and critical pollinators native to North America): their 
colonies in nature often live underground in hollows such as discarded mouse nests.Their colonies grow throughout the 
summer months and naturally die off by the first frost.The mated new queens then find different underground locations 
in which to over-winter to start a new colony cycle the following Spring.Their lifecycle is somewhat different from 
honey bees,which were imported to North America by European setters. They do defend their nests, but otherwise do 
not sting unless trapped or handled.

(See also, “The Bee Genera of Eastern Canada”, CJAI 03 September 25, 2007 , Laurence Packer, Julio A. Genaro and Cory S. 
Sheffield, and, http://resonatingbodies.wordpress.com/community/dream-homes/)
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Biographies

Sarah Peebles (Toronto) is a composer, improviser and installation artist. Her initial violin, composition, and theatre 
studies in Minneapolis, MN, were followed by a Bachelor of Music degree in composition from the University of 
Michigan School of Music (Ann Arbor) in 1988, studies in contemporary and traditional Japanese music at Toho 
Gakuen School of Music, the Tokyo Association of Shinto Priests, the Okada Guild of Sato-Kagura (Saitama) and 
others in Japan, and, workshops in electronic media at InterAccess Electronic Media Arts Centre, Toronto.  Much of 
her practice focuses on digitally manipulated found sound projected via loudspeakers and/or physical objects, often 
incorporating acoustic and amplified improvisation on the shoh (the Japanese mouth-organ used in gagaku), and 
sometimes exploring alternative performance settings such as museums, bamboo groves, temples and parks.  Ongoing 
work since 2006 includes collaborations with artists and bee biologists on a series of integrated media installations, 
community outreach projects and web site which focuses on local pollination ecology, collectively titled “Resonating 
Bodies”.  Peebles’ activities have included music for dance, multi-channel sound, radio, video/film, performance art, 
integrated media, sound installation and improvised performance. Details at sarahpeebles.net.

Robert Cruickshank (Toronto) is a multidisciplinary artist. His work in various media, including kinetic art, electronic 
and robotic installations, sound art, electroacoustic music and photography, has been exhibited in Toronto and 
internationally. He has also developed a number of electronics-oriented workshops at InterAccess Electronic Media Art 
Centre (more at robcruickshank.net).  

Contact John Kuisma at http://kuisma.ca.
Contact Patrick Ellard at  patrick.ellard@gmail.com and condocabinet.com.

“Resonating Bodies” is a series of integrated media installations, community outreach projects and educational 
initiatives which focuses on biodiversity of pollinators indigenous to the natural and urban ecosystems of Canada, with 
special focus on the city Toronto. 

Resonating Bodies projects have developed in consulation and/or collaboration with biologists Laurence Packer 
(York University), James Thomson Lab  - Jessamyn Manson and Michael Otterstatter (University of Toronto), 
Peter Hallett (University of Toronto and ROM), Peter Kevan (University of Guelph; CANPOLIN), and Stephen 
Buchmann (Pollinator Partnership, NjAPPC, the University of Tucson, Drylands Institute,). Artists, technicians and 
designers have included Sarah Peebles (project lead), Rob King, Anne Barros, Robert Cruickshank, Kevin 
Steele, Anneli West and Kat Cruickshank, Amro Zayed and Stephen Humphrey.

Resonating Bodies has been generously supported by the Drylands Institute, InterAccess Electronic Media Arts Centre, 
New Adventures in Sound Art and the City of Toronto Parks and Recreation. Assisted also by Pollinator Partnership / 
NAPPC, Pollination Canada, The Barcode of Life Data Systems, The Toronto Zoo, and our collaborating researchers.

RESONATING BODIES
Images, video, audio, and text bring together arts, pollination ecology, science 
and  community on the web and beyond.     http://resonatingbodies.wordpress.com


